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new!

tight inventorY, CONT.

• California Bacon Avocados...more on page two!
• Earl’s Exclusive! Covilli Fair Trade Purple Brussels
Sprouts
• Nopales Cactus Pads
• Spring Onions... more on page three!

• Carrots
• Bulk Persian and Euro Cucumbers
• Crimini Mushrooms
• Red Potatoes
• Thai Coconuts

coming soon

gapping

• Murcott Mandarins
• Lee Mandarins
• Import Bartletts
• Coastal View Produce California Asparagus
• Frisee
• Corn

• Import Green Grapes
• Edamame
• Frisee
• Jicama
• Colorado Fingerlings gapping 3-4 weeks
until California starts.

back in stock
• Cuties
• Mini Seedless Watermelons from Mexico

finished

tight inventory

• Aloe Vera
• Page Mandarins

• Purple Baby Broccoli
• Eggplant
• Euro Cukes

Covilli Fair Trade Purple
Brussels Sprouts are back!
Covilli Fair Trade Purple Brussels Sprouts are back! Beautiful
shades of purple ranging from a deep, dark purple to a bright
violet. Purple Brussels are a little sweeter and have a more
mellow flavor than green Brussels Sprouts. Purple foods are
full of antioxidants called anthocyanins, which help fight free
radicals, and may offer anti-inflammatory benefits and help to
improve cholesterol levels and high blood pressure.
The great news is that they keep their purple color after cooking!
Try this delicious recipe to highlight the purple color.
Roasted Purple Brussels Sprouts Salad with Spiced Seeds

https://thedevilwearssalad.com/purple-brussels-sprouts-salad/
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Avocados

Citrus, continued

New this week! California Bacon Avocados have smooth
thin green skin that does not change color as it ripens.
The mild and creamy light green flesh has a fresh flavor
and is delicious in salads, sandwiches and smoothies.

Tango Mandarins are a seedless Murcott. Their rind is rich
with citrus oil and aromatic when pierced or muddled.
Nagami and Meiwa Kumquats are now at the peak of
flavor. Try the new Centennial Kumquat from Buck! Its
sweet skin has moderately acidic pulp. Larger than your
Nagami or Meiwa, it also has a greater proportion of juicy
flesh and a thinner peel. Cara Caras, also known as the
pink navel, have gorgeous internal reddish pink flesh.
Fragrant Meyer Lemons are in good supply! Pummelos
will return on Monday.

Try these delicious avocado smoothie recipes:
https://californiaavocado.com/recipes/beverages/
Our favorite Smoothie blends Bacon Avocados
with Forbidden Fruit California Blueberries.
• 1 frozen Banana
• 1 ripe Bacon Avocado
• 2 cups fresh Forbidden Blueberries
• 1 cup Coconut Water
• ½ cup ice

Don’t miss the Specialty Citrus varieties from Buck:
• Lemonade Lemons have a light lemon flavor and are
sweet with no tartness.
• Algerian Mandarins, also known as a Clementine
Mandarin, are sweet, seeded and easy to peel.
• Lee Nova Mandarins have a rich sweet outstanding
flavor!
• Finger Limes (also known as Caviar Lime) have a tangy
effervescent flavor. Gently squeeze the “caviar” out of the
fruit and garnish sushi, seafood, melons, desserts or your
favorite cocktail.

Bananas
Fair Trade | Organic | Small Farmer Grown
Equal Exchange produce is unconventional. Not just
organic and Fair Trade, the Equal Exchange produce
supply chain is a genuine departure from the conventional
system, from the small farmer cooperatives directly
exporting their fruit to the alternative, independent
retailers making them available to conscious eaters.

Follow the flavor and download our Winter Citrus Guide on
page three.

Download the Equal Exchange Shelf Talker and share the
message with your customers: https://bit.ly/3db4m4I

Grapes
Peruvian Red Seeded Globe Grapes in good supply.
Green Seed Grapes gapping until the end of February.

Pears
Import Bartletts are arriving by the end of Feburary. The
Pacific Northwest is still going strong on Golden Bosc,
D’Anjou and Red D’Anjou.

Tropicals
Covilli Gold Pineapples are plentiful.
Large Formosa Papayas have great
flavor and a handy ripening sticker
that shows you the exact color
when they are ripe and ready to eat.
You only need 3 stripes of yellow
to enjoy this sweet papaya. Golden
Sunrise Papayas are much smaller
than the Formosa and need to be
mostly yellow with a slight give
before enjoying.

Berries
Blackberries in steady supply.
Blueberries: Forbidden Fruit has good volume on 12/6oz
clams and Readycycle sustainable packaging. Pints will be
limited for the next week or so as the grower transitions
between production blocks.
Strawberries have seasonally appropriate flavor with the
occasional white shoulder.
Raspberries are starting to tighten up again.

Citrus

Benefits of Papayas
• Contain the super enzyme papain
which breaks down protein
• Excellent digestive aid
• Detoxify the body

Sweet California Citrus is peaking! Gold Nuggets started
up last week from Lee Farms in Fresno County. Sweet
and juicy, Gold Nuggets resemble the flavor of Pixies, and
they are easy to peel and seedless. Moro Bloods have
a beautiful dark red internal color, berry aromas and a
wonderfully rich flavor.

Large Formosa Papaya

Golden Sunrise Papaya

More Tropicals on page four.
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club apple highlights

Club Apples are varieties that are not just patented, but also
trademarked and controlled in such a way that only a select “club”
of farmers can sell them.

Pacific Rose

Ambrosia

• Developed by: ENZA, New
Zealand.
• Tasting notes: Crisp, clean,
sweet. Marketed as a high
quality dessert apple.
• Appearance: Dusty rose
pink skin.
• Parentage: Scirose apple
variety derived from Gala
and Splendour.
• Uses: Best eaten fresh but
the shape holds up well
when baked.

• Developed by:
Chance seedling
that snuck into a
new planting of Jonagolds in British
Columbia.
• Tasting notes: Mildly sweet
and tart with tropical notes. Very
refreshing, crisp and juicy.Resists
browning.
• Appearance: Beautiful crimson
over a creamy yellow background.
• Parentage: Unknown but thought
to be a cross of Starking Delicious
(a sport of a Red Delicious) and
Golden Delicious.
• Uses: Ideal out of hand snack
and for salads because of its
nonbrowning qualities. It holds up
well when baked or cooked.

— Winter Citrus —
Fremont Mandarins are a cross of the
Clementine and the Ponkan Mandarin
varieties. The skin is brilliant dark orange,
smooth and easy to remove. The flesh has
few seeds and a lot of juice, and tastes
intensely sweet with some acid. Grown in
San Diego County.
skin, are very aromatic and easy to peel.
Fruit is seedless with a rich and sweet
flavor. Season starts in San Diego County,
overlaps and finishes in the foothills of
Fresno County.

Who can grow Club Apples and
benefits of being in the Club
Club apples are varieties that are not just patented, but
also trademarked and controlled in such a way that only
a select “club” of farmers can sell them. Club varieties are
licensed for growing and marketing by a plant breeder or
corporate entity which owns the legal rights to that variety.
Licensees are growers and marketers depending on the
license system.

Benefits of Club AppleS
#1 Quality Control: The management company selects the
group to manage the commercialization, the growing, the
harvesting and the packing. This way you can make sure all
the apples are of consistently high quality. Criteria for the
specifications include sugar content, firmness, blemishes
and color. Inspections are regularly performed to ensure
both the quality and traceability of the apple from the
orchard to the shop.
#2 Quantity: You can grow enough to satisfy demand, but
not so many that you drive down prices.
#3 Marketing: Clubs can organize significant marketing
campaigns that persuade consumers to buy the variety
and stores to stock it.

Cara Cara Oranges

Navels are seedless and their thick, bright
Gold Nugget Mandarins

Honey Mandarins are small sized with
a bright orange rind. They are very sweet
and juicy and contain many seeds. Grown
in San Diego County.
Kishu Mandarins are tiny and very
sweet. They are smaller than a golf ball
with bright glossy orange skin. The top
and bottom have a small depression that
makes it easy to peel. Grown in San Diego
County.

Honey Mandarins

orange rind and they can have some seeds.
They are fairly easy to peel. Their origin is
unknown but they have an excellent rich
flavor and are good for juicing. Grown in
San Diego County.

Page Mandarins are a cross between
Minneola Tangelo and Clementine.
Technically speaking the variety is a Tangelo
hybrid since its parentage is three-fourths
mandarin and one-fourth grapefruit. It has a
very sweet and intense berry flavor. Grown in
Fresno and San Diego County.

Kishu Mandarins

Tango Mandarins are a seedless
Murcott. Its rind is rich with citrus oil
and aromatic when pierced or muddled.
Cocktail time? Grown in Fresno County.

to grow and are prone to diseases and
susceptible to cold temperatures with a
low yield. However, when grown well, Star
Rubys produce very beautiful red-blushed
fruits with a smooth yellow rind. The flesh
is dark pigmented, juicy and with very few
seeds. Grown in San Diego County.

Murcott Mandarins

Star Ruby Grapefruits

Marsh Ruby Grapefruits are the most
popular variety of Grapefruit. It has a
yellow-white flesh and yellow skin. It is
both sweet and acid. Grown in San Diego
and Riverside counties.

Page Mandarins

Marsh Ruby Grapefruits

Oro Blanco Grapefruits are a cross
between a Pomelo and a Grapefruit.
“Oro Blanco,” which means “white gold”
in Spanish, is sweet and juicy without any
bitterness or acidity. Oro Blancos have
yellow skin, a thick rind, and are nearly
seedless. Grown in San Diego County.

Satsuma Mandarins

Oro Blanco Grapefruits

Nagami Kumquats are completely

edible including the seeds. Versatile and
bite-sized, the Nagami Kumquat is fun to
eat. Their sweet flavor comes from the
rind; the tartness is in the flesh. You are in
for a powerful sensory experience as the
ZING of the sourness hits your taste buds
and your mouth puckers up. Grown in San
Diego County.

Tango Mandarins

Moro Blood Oranges have a beautiful

burgundy color. The Oranges with the
most external pigmentation tend to have
a darker internal color and a stronger
and sweeter flavor with berry notes. An
interesting note is that the fruit on the
north side of the trees have more color
than the ones on the south. Season starts
in San Diego County, overlaps and finishes in
the foothills of Fresno County.

Minneola Tangelos

Star Ruby Grapefruits are not easy

Satsuma Mandarins have the perfect

mix of sweetness, tartness and low
acidity, with very little pulp and no seeds.
Satsumas have a loose peel that slips
off effortlessly like a glove, with no mess
and no seeds to deal with. Grown in the
Sacramento Foothills and Fresno County.

orange skin is easy to peel and protects
them from extreme cold weather. Navels
are best eaten out of hand because they
produce a bitterness from Limonin when
Navels
they are juiced. The outside of the blossom
end looks like a human navel leading
to the common name “navel orange”. Grown in Fresno County
and down to southern California , mostly in San Diego County and
California’s Coachella Valley (Palm Springs
down to El Centro).

Minneola Tangelos are a cross between
a Dancy Tangerine and an ancestral variety
of grapefruit called Pomelo. Season starts
in San Diego County, overlaps and finishes in
the foothills of Fresno County.

Murcott Mandarins have a bright

Nagami Kumquats

Meiwa Kumquats have a sweet rind

Moro Blood Oranges

and flesh with a good spicy flavor. It is
the best Kumquat for eating out of hand.
Grown in San Diego County.
Meiwa Kumquats
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Download our Winter Citrus Guide:
http://bit.ly/2MyfKgd

club apple varieties

club apples
For the longest time the Red Delicious ruled the apple
industry. David Bedford, a breeder at the University of
Minnesota, was on a quest to find a delicious tasting
apple. After many years of tasting variety after variety the
Honeycrisp was developed by the University of Minnesota
in 1960. Bedford thought the texture was different and
explosively crisp! Consumers decided the apple was so
good that they were willing to pay more for it and the
apple industry was changed forever. Watch this fun NPR
video about Club Apples and you will be an expert on Club
Apples in no time. https://youtu.be/bDShFasYq9M
In the 1980’s and 1990’s new varieties were developed
by various breeders around the world with the aim of
capitalizing on the concept and marketing apples through
clubs with growing rights.

How does a farmer become a member of
a club?
Once a variety has been created, the prospective grower
approaches the license holder to get permission to plant
it and applies to become a club member. Application
can be directly with the licensor (Variety Manager) or via
the grower’s producer organization. It depends how the
club is structured and the licensing system is organized. If
approved by the owner to the rights, the grower would then
sign a license agreement.

What are the likely management
controls?
Approval and subsequent management controls on
growing club varieties vary widely, the simplest probably
being a basic royalty fee for trees. But it can go to fullyclosed arrangements with license agreements containing
strict rules on other production factors including fruit
quality, agronomy, marketing (branding) and tree numbers.

Ambrosia

Autumn Glory

Cosmic Crisp

Dazzle

• Developed by: Chance seedling
that snuck into a new planting of
Jonagolds in British Columbia.
• Tasting notes: Mildly sweet
and tart with tropical notes. Very
refreshing, crisp and juicy.Resists
browning.
• Appearance: Beautiful crimson
over a creamy yellow background.
• Parentage: Unknown but thought
to be a cross of Starking Delicious
(a sport of a Red Delicious) and
Golden Delicious.
• Uses: Ideal out of hand snack
and for salads because of its
nonbrowning qualities. It holds up
well when baked or cooked.

• Developed by: Bred in
Washington state.
• Tasting notes: Crunchy, sweet
with hints of cinnamon and subtle
notes of cinnamon.
• Appearance: Red streaks on a
yellow background. Crunchy, sweet
with hints of cinnamon and subtle
notes of cinnamon.
• Parentage: Fuji and Golden
Delicious.
• Uses: Fresh out of hand or
cooked. Especially good in baked
goods with their sweet flavor
reminiscent of cinnamon and spice.

• Developed by: Washington State
University.
• Tasting notes: Crisp, juicy, sweettart. This large, juicy apple has a
remarkably firm and crisp texture.
Some say it snaps when you bite
into it!
• Appearance: Rich red that almost
sparkles with starburst like lenticels.
• Parentage: Enterprise and
Honeycrisp.
• Uses: Fresh out of hand and holds
up well when baked or cooked.

• Developed by: Plant and Food
Research after 20 years of
research in Havelock, NZ, North
Island. Owned by Prevar Limited.
•Tasting notes: A full, juicy flavor,
and firm sweet and tangy white
flesh. Good keeper apple.
• Appearance: Large red sweet
apple. Bright and glossy high
colored apple.
• Parentage: PremA129 apple
cultivar with parentage Scired
and PremA280 (New Zealand
varieties).
• Uses: Fresh out of hand and holds
up well when baked or cooked.

Envy

Jazz

Juici

Kanzi

• Developed by: ENZA, New
Zealand.
• Tasting notes: Smooth, sweet,
aromatic with dense creamy yellow
flesh that doesn’t turn brown.
• Appearance: Attractive bright
red skin with yellow specks.
• Parentage: Envy is a
trademarked brand of the Scilate
apple variety which is a cross
between the Royal Gala and
Braeburn. It is closely related
to Jazz which shares the same
parentage.
• Uses: Fresh out of hand and holds
up well when baked or cooked.

• Developed by: ENZA, New
Zealand.
• Tasting notes: A crisp hard apple.
Butter yellow flesh has an excellent
strong sweet-sharp flavor with a
pronounced fruity pear drop note.
• Appearance: Gorgeous colors
of red and maroon splashed
with shades of green, yellow and
orange.
• Parentage: Jazz is a
trademarked brand of the Scifresh
apple variety. It is a cross between
the Royal Gala and Braeburn.
• Uses: Fresh out of hand and holds
up well when baked or cooked.

• Developed by: Oneonta Starr
Ranch and Willow Drive Nursery in
2017.
• Tasting notes: Dense and sweet
with a hint of tart. Crisp and juicy.
Texture is similar to Honeycrisp but
not as sweet.
• Appearance: Mostly red, overlaid
on a yellow background with a
fairly thin skin.
• Parentage: Honeycrisp and
Braeburn.
• Uses: Fresh out of hand and holds
up well when baked or cooked.

• Developed by: Belgium.
• Tasting notes: Sweet, tart,
crunchy.
• Appearance: Red-yellow or
red-orange overlaid on yellow
background.
• Production: Undisclosed.
Relatively small production so far
in the U.S.
• Parentage: Braeburn and Gala
• Uses: Fresh out of hand. Bred
as a dessert variety so they are
delicious baked.

What are the typical extra costs
of growing club varieties and what
premiums are possible?
Usually the grower has to pay one-off and/or recurring
license fees. The most common arrangements are tree
royalties, acreage royalties (per hectare) or produce
royalties (royalties per kg marketable fruit). Each club has its
own license fee structure, using one or a combination of the
mentioned license fees. The potential premiums vary from
one club variety to another. The idea behind the managed
varieties is to have a more stable yearly income for the
grower, meaning that the marketers aim to avoid the erratic
up and down swings of prices that selling commodities
can have. Well managed varieties accomplish this through
precise marketing and technical support to optimize prices
and control supply which more than compensates the extra
cost incurred over the lifetime of the tree.
Excerpts reproduced from: https://www.adama.com/en/our-commitment/
global-farming/farming-crops/club-varieties-a-growing-success

#4 Trademarks: Unlike a patent, a trademark never expires
and the management group could have exclusive rights to
sell the club apples they manage forever.

Download:
http://bit.ly/3pFOYQI

interior flesh is reddish pink, often as dark
as Star Ruby grapefruit. They have a more
complex flavor than regular navel oranges
and a lower acidity that resembles
Cranberries, Strawberries and Raspberries.
Season starts in San Diego County, overlaps
and finishes in the foothills of Fresno County.

Fremont Mandarins

Gold Nugget Mandarins have bumpy

Watch this fun NPR video about Club Apples
and you will be an expert on Club Apples in no time.
https://youtu.be/bDShFasYq9M

DOWNLOAD OUR CLUB APPLE
VARIETY GUIDE & CLUB APPLE
OVERVIEW AND LEARN WHO
CAN GROW CLUB APPLES AND
the many BENEFITS OF BEING
IN THE CLUB.

Cara Cara Navels Cara Cara Navels
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BLUE: C: 66 , M: 0 , Y: 1 , K: 0
GREEN: C: 92 , M: 5 , Y:96 , K: 1

Download (legal size)
http://bit.ly/2JzUlBx

Kiku

KORU®

Lady Alice

• Developed by: Born in Japan
and raised in Italy. Kiku means
Chrysanthemum in Japanese.
• Tasting notes: Super sweet,
crunchy, juicy with firm flesh like its
Fuji parent.
• Appearance: Ruby red with light
colored stripes. They hold well-at
least 3 months in the refrigerator.
• Parentage: Red sport of a Fuji
(which is a sport cross between
Red Delicious and Ralls Janet)
• Uses: Fresh out of hand and holds
up well when baked or cooked.
They make a great applesauce!

• Developed by: Geoff Plunkett
in 1998 near Nelson, NZ on the
South Island. His family believed
the seedling grew from an apple his
wife’s mother threw in the garden.
• Tasting notes: Crisp, juicy, sweet
flesh with notes of honey, orange
juice, spice and vanilla. Flesh is slow
to brown. Good saver; can be kept
for 4 months in the refrigerator.
• Appearance: Primarily orangered skin over a gold or green
background.
• Parentage: Chance seedling but
Braeburn and Fuji parentage are
suspected.
• Uses: Fresh out of hand and holds
up well when baked or cooked.

• Developed by: Seedling found in
Washington state.
• Tasting notes: Sweet-tart, crisp
and slow to brown.
• Appearance: Pink-red striping
over orange-yellow background
• Parentage: Chance seedling
• Uses: Fresh out of hand and holds
up well when baked or cooked.
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Tropicals, continued
Crespo Mexican Tommy Atkin Mangos are now available in
convenient grab and go 7/3# net bags. Ataulfo Mangos in
net bags will return at the end of the week. Tommy Atkins
have a beautiful dark red blush covering most of the fruit
with hints of yellow, orange and gold as it ripens. They have
a gentle mild mango taste with firm and fibrous flesh.
Ataulfos are smooth and creamy, with fiberless flesh and
buttery consistency. This small bean shaped mango will turn
from light pale green skin to a deep golden yellow as it
ripens. A small thin pit means more rich sweet flesh to enjoy!

Asparagus: Mexican Asparagus is available in promotable
volumes and on Earl’s Weekly Specials this week!
Artichokes: Cooler weather is limiting production and bringing
some Frost Kissed Artichokes.

Green Beans back in good supply this week.
Sunrise Farm out of Buellton, CA is harvesting

beautiful sweet Nantes Carrots, Mixed Salanova
Lettuce, Dandelion Greens and vibrant Little Gem
Lettuce!

Savoy Cabbage is very sharp!

Mango Storage and Ripening Tips
• Ripen at room temperature
• Speed up the ripening process by placing mangos
in a paper bag
• Don’t store Mangos under 50 degrees Fahrenheit

English Peas, Snow Peas and Snap Peas
are all back with limited availability.

Sunrise Carrots

Sweet Potatoes: Purple Charleston purple flesh
and skin intensifies when cooked, with a drier, denser texture than a
Garnet or Jewel Sweet Potato.
Tomatoes: Covilli Mixed Heirloom Tomatoes offer a variety of

vibrant colors and flavors. Don’t miss Covilli’s gorgeous Purple Rose
Fair Trade Heirloom Tomatoes, boasting stunning, saturated hues
of red, brown, purple, and black that seem just right for their winter
season. The Purple Rose is an earthy, rich, sweet, and acidic heirloom.

Tomatillos from Dosner are large and beautiful.
Winter Squash is strong on all varieties–Acorn, Butternut,
Delicata, Honeynut, Kabocha and Spaghetti Squash.
Download: http://bit.ly/3tXxgej

For week ending 2/20/2021: Warm
temperatures expected for the next 7-10
days. Sunny weather continues in the
region. Upper 70’s to low 80’s daytime
temps with moderate wind and moderate evenings. There will be
availability on all organicgirl salads except for limited challenges
on Little Gems & Protein Greens salads due to occasional raw
material not making the organicgirl premium quality spec.

Gorgeous Bunched Red and
Yellow Spring Onions are here!

Spring Onions are sweeter and mellower
than regular onions, but the greens are more
intense in flavor than green onions. Spring
Onions look similar to green onions but they
lack a fully developed bulb. These onions
come from the varietals that produce bulbs and are basically
more mature versions of the green onions. They are planted as
seedlings in the late fall and then harvested the next spring,
thus the word “spring” in the name. Grown in El Centro in the
Imperial Valley, about 2 hours south of Palm Springs.
Download Choose Your Cut Flyer:
https://bit.ly/3d8bEpO
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